Connected and isolated CH2 populations in acyl chains and its relation to pockets of confined water in lipid membranes as observed by FTIR spectrometry.
Analysis of the band corresponding to the frequency of vibrational symmetric stretching mode of methylene groups in the lipid acyl chains and the bands of water below and above the phase transition of different lipids by Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy gives strong support to the formation of confined water pockets in between the lipid acyl chains. Our measures and analysis consolidate the mechanism early proposed by Traüble, in the sense that water is present in kinks formed by trans-gauche isomers along the hydrocarbon tails. The formation of these regions depends on the acyl lipid composition, which determines the presence of different populations of water species, characterized by its degree of H bond coordination in fluid saturated or unsaturated lipids. The free energy excess due to the reinforcement of the water structure along few water molecules in the adjacencies of exposed membrane residues near the phase transition is a reasonable base to explain the insertion and translocation of polar peptides and amino acid residues through the biomembrane on thermodynamic and structural grounds.